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Remax ReSee Eye-Caring LED Light, 1500mAh
Remax ReSee Eye-Caring is a stylish LED lamp that will make a perfect addition to your interior, providing pleasant illumination for any
occasion.  You can easily  adjust  its  operation to your needs by setting the appropriate color  temperature and changing the brightness
level.  The  device  is  also  equipped  with  a  practical  container  that  allows  you  to  store  your  phone  or  writing  utensils.  A  1,500  mAh
rechargeable battery ensures long runtime.
 
Perfect lighting for any situation
Want to enjoy warm, soft light at home? With Remax it is possible! The ReSee Eye-Caring light will illuminate every corner of your room.
With  three  modes,  you  can  easily  adjust  the  lighting  for  different  scenarios.  A  warm  light  of  3500K  will  be  ideal  for  evening  movie
watching, a mixed light of 4000K will provide optimal conditions for reading, and a white light of 5000K will allow you to focus effectively
while working. In addition, the lamp is adjustable in 360°.
 
Fall asleep wrapped in pleasant light
There is nothing better than subdued light during an evening reading or a romantic dinner. ReSee Eye-Caring offers this and much more!
With the lamp's 30-minute delayed shut-off feature, you can enjoy soft, soothing light to help you fall asleep. Just hold down the power
button for 2 seconds to activate this feature. Remax is a brand you can rely on if you're looking for practical and convenient lighting that
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will make your daily life easier and more enjoyable!
 
Practical solutions
Do  you  spend  a  lot  of  time  at  your  desk?  Make  sure  it  is  always  well-organized  and  functional.  The  Remax  lamp  is  equipped  with  a
container that allows you to store your phone and pens. Thanks to this solution, everything you need will be at your fingertips! Now you
can use the container as a stand and have an evening movie marathon without having to hold your device in your hand.
 
Powerful rechargeable battery
With the Remax light you will never be in the dark! Thanks to the powerful 1500 mAh battery, you can enjoy the light for up to several
hours without plugging the light in. It takes about 3-4 hours to renew the energy. ReSee Eye-Caring provides the perfect illumination to
fit your lifestyle. Whether you need a light for reading in bed or for working at your desk, Remax has the solution for you!
 
	Manufacturer
	Remax
	Model
	RT-E815
	Rated power
	10W
	Color temperature range
	3500K / 4000K / 5000 K
	Battery capacity
	1500 mAh
	Charging time
	3-4 hours
	Material
	silicone + ABS
	Dimensions
	150 x 126 x 550 mm
	Weight
	700 g
	Color
	white

Preço:

Antes: € 15.498

Agora: € 15.01

Casa inteligente, Lighting, Office lamps
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